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ABSTRACT. This investigation demonstrates the effect of partial substitutions of Nb by
refractory Ta on the microstructure and thermoelectric properties of Hf-doped NbFeSb materials.
All the synthesized samples show a heavily doped semiconducting character with the electrical
conductivity higher than 3500 Ω–1cm–1 at 326 K. Furthermore, the samples containing Ta display
consistently lower (~ 10% - 13%) thermal conductivity of ~ 7 W m–1K–1 at 350 K compared to a
value of ~ 8 W m–1K–1 at the same temperature for the non-substituted sample. The vivid impact
of Ta substitutions on reducing the lattice thermal conductivity of NbFeSb based materials is
chiefly due to the lattice disorder originating from the mass difference between Ta and Nb atoms,
resulting in ~ 28% reduction in lattice thermal conductivity of the Nb0.73Hf0.12Ta0.15FeSb sample
at 350 K compared to the non-substituted sample. The results of our Mößbauer spectroscopy
measurements exclude the possibility of mixed Fe occupancies. Although magnetic properties
were not strongly modified by the Ta substitution, Nb0.83Hf0.12Ta0.05FeSb shows a magnetic
phase transition at ~ 150 K, which is not observed in Nb0.88Hf0.12FeSb. This could be caused by
extrinsic defects and microstructure induced by Ta addition. All samples exhibit a similar
maximum dimensionless figure of merit value, zTmax, of ~ 0.75 at 800 K, which is comparable to
the high efficiency materials previously reported in this system and makes them potential
candidates to be utilized as p-type legs in half-Heusler based thermoelectric generators (TEG).

1. Introduction
Considering the destructive influence of climate change on our ecosystem; there is a
tremendous need for technologies that can minimize the consumption of fossil fuels, thus
reducing CO2 emission. Since a considerable amount of energy produced by fossil fuels in
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industry is lost as waste heat, it is crucial to be able to retrieve as much waste energy as possible.
Almost all industrial processes require electricity for operations; therefore, converting waste heat
into electricity is among the best possible scenarios. In that theme, thermoelectric (TE) materials
are invaluable due to their unique characteristics of converting heat directly into electricity. To
utilize these materials in waste heat recovery for stationary1 and non-stationary2 industrial
applications, both high thermal and mechanical stability as well as high efficiency are required.3–
5

To assess the efficiency of a thermoelectric material, its figure of merit, z, is used, and typically

is defined in its dimensionless form zT, which can be calculated through zT = S2 σ (κph+ κe)–1 T,
where S, σ, κph, κe, and T depict Seebeck coefficient, electrical conductivity, lattice thermal
conductivity, electronic thermal conductivity, and absolute temperature, respectively.6
Half-Heusler materials are quite well-known for their mechanical7 and thermal8 stability
for medium temperature range applications up to 1000 K. For n-type materials, XNiSn (X = Ti,
Zr, Hf) based compounds are among the most promising candidates, demonstrating a zTmax value
above unity at high temperature (T  700 K).9,10 For p-type materials, Sn doped XCoSb (X = Ti,
Zr, Hf) solid solutions exhibit high performance with a zTmax value of around unity at
temperatures higher than 1000 K11,12 with the exception of ~ 1.3 at 900 K for the
Ti0.5Hf0.5CoSn0.15Sb0.85 material. It should be noted that the zTmax of ~ 1.3 was achieved using
the experimental specific heat value which was lower than the Dulong-Petit approximation.13
Among the p-type compounds, NbFeSb based half-Heusler materials have attracted substantial
attention in recent years. NbFeSb follows the 18 electron rule (Nb (5s24d3), Fe (4s23d6), Sb
(5s25p3)), thus depicting non-degenerate semiconducting behavior in an undoped state.14 The
undoped compound has a lattice parameter of ~ 5.95 Å,15–17 and is stable at high temperature
concerning the decomposition under exclusion of air, with little tolerance toward off-
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stoichiometric variation. NbFeSb mainly shows an intrinsic p-type behavior with a fairly narrow
indirect band gap of ~ 0.54 eV.18,19 A previous study by Fu et al. showed that hole doping with
Hf on the Nb site could simultaneously enhance the electrical conductivity and reduce the
thermal conductivity resulting in a maximum figure of merit, zTmax, of ~ 1.5 at 1200 K for the
Nb0.88Hf0.12FeSb compound.20 Furthermore, introducing Ta to Ti doped samples21 led to
lowering the thermal conductivity without significantly affecting the electrical properties,
leading to a record high zTmax value of ~ 1.6 at 1200 K for the (Nb0.6Ta0.4)0.8Ti0.2FeSb (
Nb0.48Ta0.32Ti0.2FeSb) sample. The positive effect of Ta substitution on Nb site in reducing the
lattice thermal conductivity and maintaining the carrier mobility could partially be attributed to
the lanthanide contraction effect.22
It is worth to mention that no “NbFe2Sb” full-Heusler phase is detected in this system due
to its low chemical stability.23,24 Therefore, no full-Heusler/half-Heusler composite is expected to
form here in case of excess iron. For the synthesis of NbFeSb based compounds, so far the
typical arc melting25 or levitation melting21 process proceeded by a milling or annealing step
were employed. Since all the melting techniques require high temperature (typically > 1900 K)
and Sb possesses high vapor pressure at elevated temperatures, controlling the amount of Sb to
compensate the loss can be challenging.
Although Ta showed a positive effect on the thermoelectric properties of Ti-doped
NbFeSb samples, to the best of authors’ knowledge, there is no report on the effect of Ta on Hfdoped samples. High energy ball milling of constituent elements proven to be a reliable synthesis
method for high efficiency half-Heusler compounds such as ZrCoBi26 and TaFeSb27. Therefore
in this study, we utilize a facile synthesis route with direct high energy milling of the constituent
elements followed by a sintering step to obtain high purity compacted half-Heusler samples. The
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melting step is eliminated to prevent Sb loss. The effects of Ta substitution on microstructure and
transport properties of the Hf-doped samples are examined.
2. Experimental section
The Nb0.88-xHf0.12TaxFeSb (0 ≤ x ≤ 0.15) samples were synthesized using Nb powder
(99.9%, Evochem, 70-180 µm), Hf powder (99.6%, Alfa Aesar, -325 mesh), Ta powder (99.9%,
ChemPur, <100 µm), Fe powder (99.998%, Alfa Aesar, -22 mesh), and Sb powder (99.999%,
Alfa Aesar, -200 mesh). The elemental powders were mixed in the stoichiometric ratio, and the
mixture was then ball milled for ~ 12 hours employing a high-energy SPEX Sample Prep 8000D
Mixer Mill with stainless steel jars and balls. The mechanically milled powder was sintered in
partial argon atmosphere at 1123 K for 20 minutes under a uniaxial pressure of ~ 64 MPa
utilising a Direct-Current Sintering Press (Dr. Fritsch GmbH, DSP 510 SE). The pellets were
passively cooled down, while the pressure was released during the cooling step to mitigate the
strain and stress induced by the sintering process.
The electronic structures were computed utilizing the WIEN2k package applying the fullpotential linearized augmented plane wave (FP-LAPW) method with the density functional
theory (DFT).28,29 The generalized gradient approximation (GGA) from a revised form of
Perdew, Burke and Ernzerhof (PBE),30 namely PBEsol,31 was utilized for the exchange and
correlation energies. The BoltzTraP code was used to determine the semiclassical transport
parameters, which employs the Boltzmann transport theory with constant relaxation time
approximation.32 Spin-orbit coupling was included for the elements of period 6, namely Hf and
Ta. Different supercells were created to enable calculations of the doped samples, and all lattice
parameters were obtained via volume optimization. To investigate the effect of the Hf
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concentration, we created models of the formula Nb3HfFe4Sb4 (Nb0.75Hf0.25FeSb, space group
P4,¯3m with a = 6.007 Å) and Nb7HfFe8Sb8 (Nb0.875Hf0.125FeSb, space group P4,¯2m with a =
11.272 Å and c = 22.545 Å). The impact of a small substitution of Ta for Nb was investigated
with the Nb6HfTaFe8Sb8 model (Nb0.75Hf0.125Ta0.125FeSb, space group P4,¯2m with a = 11.230 Å
and c = 22.545 Å). For the self-consistent calculations of the first cubic model, 35 independent k
points were selected on a grid of 10 × 10 × 10 points spread out evenly throughout the Brillouin
zone. For the two larger tetragonal cells, 63 independent k points were selected on a grid of 12 ×
12 × 6 points. The energy convergence was set to be 10-4 Ry for the self-consistency.
A D8 Advanced Bruker X-ray diffractometer with Cu-Kα1 radiation was employed to
verify the purity of the synthesized samples. X-ray diffraction patterns on the sintered pellets
were shown in Figure S1. The electrical conductivity (σ) and Seebeck coefficient (S)
measurements were performed on the sintered pellets (15.5 mm in diameter and ~ 3 mm in
thickness). The measurements were carried out under helium atmosphere from 300 K to 800 K
using an in-house developed facility (High Temperature Seebeck-Sigma Measurement
Instrument) applying a four-probe method.33,34
Thermal diffusivity (α) measurement on the samples was performed in the same
temperature range under Ar flow using the laser flash Netzsch LFA 427 apparatus. To obtain the
thermal conductivity (κ), κ = α ρ cp, the measured diffusivity values were multiplied by the
density (ρ) of the pellets, which measured through the Archimedes principle in ethanol, and the
specific heat (cp) of the compounds, as calculated employing the Dulong-Petit approximation. To
analyze the microstructure of the compacted pellets, scanning electron microscopy (SEM)
analysis was carried out on parts of pellets utilizing an ULTRA 55 electron microscope with a
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Zeiss QBSE detector associated with an Oxford energy dispersive X-ray (EDX) device, EDAX
PentaFETx3.
57

Fe conversion electron Mößbauer spectroscopy (CEMS) at perpendicular incidence of

the gamma rays onto the sample pellet surface was performed by detection of conversion
electrons. For the detection of the electrons, the samples were installed in a container with
continuous helium gas flow mixed with 4% CH4 to avoid ionization processes. For the
measurement, a constant acceleration Mößbauer driving unit was employed with a
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Co source

embedded in a rhodium (Rh) matrix, while the velocity of the spectrometer was calibrated with
an alpha-Fe foil reference sample at room temperature. Mößbauer spectra on powder samples
were recorded in transmission geometry using a 57Co gamma ray source mounted on a Mößbauer
drive, operating in constant-acceleration mode. All the obtained experimental spectra were
evaluated by a least-squares fitting routine using the Pi program package by Ulrich von Hörsten35
with the spectra being referenced against alpha-Fe at room temperature. Low temperatures were
achieved by the use of a liquid helium bath cryostat. For magnetic measurements, field and
temperature dependent magnetization curves were recorded with the vibrating sample
magnetometer (VSM) option of a Quantum Design PPMS DynaCool.

3. Results and Discussion
The density of states (DOS) were calculated for the models of Nb0.875Hf0.125FeSb,
Nb0.75Hf0.125Ta0.125FeSb, and Nb0.75Hf0.25FeSb. Replacing Nb with Hf removes one valence
electron per replaced atom, making these materials p-doped semiconductors, i.e., the Fermi level
(EF) falls slightly below the top of the valence band in each case (Figure 1). Thus, the model
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with the highest Hf content (0.25 per formula unit, Figure 1c) exhibits the most unfilled states
and hence highest p-type charge carrier concentration. On the other hand, replacing Nb with
isovalent Ta has almost no impact on the shape of the valence band at EF (Figure 1a vs. Figure
1b). This is due to the facts that Nb and Ta have very similar electronic properties, and that the
valence band is dominated by Fe-d and Sb-p states, with only minor contributions from X = Nb,
Hf, and Ta because of covalent mixing via the X–Fe and X–Sb interactions, as also pointed out
before by others.17

Figure 1 here

The electrical transport properties of all samples were measured in at least one heating
and cooling cycle to assure the stability and reproducibility of the presented data. The electrical
conductivity of all samples decreases with increasing temperature (with a trend of ~ T-1.5) mainly
due to charge carrier scattering by acoustic phonons (Figure 2). A reduction in electrical
conductivity is observed by introducing Ta to the system (from σ ~ 5100 Ω–1cm–1 for the Ta-free
sample to ~ 3900 Ω –1cm–1 at ~ 326 K for the sample with 5 at.-% Ta on Nb site), which is
slightly stronger than the one observed in (Nb1-xTax)0.8Ti0.2FeSb samples (from ~ 6600 Ω –1cm–1
to ~ 5500 Ω –1cm–1 at ~ 300 K with x varying from 0 to 0.4).21 To be sure about the validity of
the results the second Nb0.83Hf0.12Ta0.05FeSb sample was pressed and measured applying the
same condition and the obtained results were within the error range of the measurement (Figure
S2). Considering the isovalent nature of Nb and Ta as well as their similar atomic sizes and
chemical properties, the induced electric potential fluctuation by Ta is expected to be negligible.
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Since the carrier concentration should remain the same (same Hf content), ideally, unless τ or the
mobility changes, the electrical conductivity would remain the same, as also seen via BoltzTrap
calculation: the calculated σ/τ curves of the Nb0.875Hf0.125FeSb and Nb0.75Hf0.125Ta0.125FeSb
models are virtually identical (Figure 2b). Moreover, τ is not expected to change with Nb and Ta
having virtually the same sizes (~ 146 pm). It should be noted that we are plotting σ/τ against µ –
EF(0 K), because the 0 K Fermi energies EF of these materials are different despite having the
same number of valence electrons.

Figure 2 here

To better understand the observed decay in electrical conductivity, the microstructures of
the samples were studied using SEM/EDX. Although high homogeneity was observed on the
SEM mapping of the samples on larger scale, e.g., in case of Nb0.78Hf0.12Ta0.1FeSb at a scale of ~
25 µm (Figure S3), further line scan investigations revealed the existence of a Hf-rich halfHeusler phase in Nb0.88Hf0.12FeSb sample (Figure 3a) as well as most likely binary hafnium
antimonides at the grain boundaries in case of Ta containing samples such as
Nb0.83Hf0.12Ta0.05FeSb and Nb0.73Hf0.12Ta0.15FeSb (Figure 3b and 3c). Specifically, the region
with approximately 45 at.-% Hf and 55 at.-% Sb could be a mixture of metallic HfSb2 and HfSb
(noting that Hf5Sb9 is a high-temperature phase that should decompose below 1000 K).36,37
While neither of these compounds was identified via X-ray powder diffraction because of their
low concentrations, the microstructure studies reveal that the more Ta-rich samples are less
homogenous. It should be noted that the binary hafnium antimonide phases are metallic.38
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Figure 3 here

Simultaneously losing the dopant Hf, together with gaining metallic hafnium antimonides
at the grain boundaries, could compensate the charge carrier concentration loss for the samples
containing higher Ta content. These microstructure phases can not only impact the carrier
mobility but also act as carrier donors and scattering centers depending on their sizes (e.g., as
was observed in nano-inclusions), which can have significant contributions to materials´
transport properties such as in Nb0.83Hf0.12Ta0.05FeSb.
The Seebeck coefficient of all samples is displayed in Figure 4a; except for the
Nb0.83Hf0.12Ta0.05FeSb sample, they all exhibit a similar Seebeck value of ~ 75 μV K–1 at 300 K,
which gradually increases with elevated temperature reaching ~ 172 μV K–1 at 800 K. The
existence of metallic (e.g., full Heusler) phases, depending on their size and concentration,
demonstrated a positive impact on Seebeck coefficient of Ti0.1Zr0.9NiSn39 and Zr0.25Hf0.75NiSn40
half-Heusler based materials. In our case however, considering the low electrical conductivity of
Nb0.83Hf0.12Ta0.05FeSb compared to the other compositions, the loss of Hf as dopant which
caused carrier concentration fluctuation could also be responsible for the obtained large Seebeck
values. The Boltzmann transport calculations reveal that introducing Ta should have insignificant
effects on the Seebeck coefficient (Figure 4b). Specifically, both calculated models with 12.5
at.-% Hf on the X sites, Nb0.875Hf0.125FeSb and Nb0.75Hf0.125Ta0.125FeSb, exhibit ~ 60 μV K–1 at
300 K at EF, while the one with 25 at.-% Hf, i.e., formally twice as many charge carriers, has
only ~ 45 μV K–1 at 300 K at EF.
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Figure 4 here

The temperature dependent thermal conductivity values of all samples are shown in
Figure 5a. All the Ta containing samples demonstrate consistently lower (by 10% - 13%)
thermal conductivity in the whole investigated temperature range, varying from ~ 7.0 W m–1K–1
at 350 K to ~ 4.5 W m–1K–1 at 800 K. To unravel the effect of Ta on the lattice thermal
conductivity, the lattice part of thermal conductivity, κL, was deducted from the total thermal
conductivity, κ, by subtracting the electronic contribution (Figure 5a), κe, which was calculated
utilizing the Wiedemann-Franz law, κe = L∙σ∙T. To obtain κe, the Lorenz number, L, was
|𝑆|

calculated at various temperatures through employing the equation 𝐿 = 1.5 + exp [− 116],41
where S is in μV K–1 and L in 10-8 V2K–2. The accuracy of obtained L values is within 5% for
single parabolic band (SPB)/acoustic phonon scattering and within 20% for more complex
scattering mechanisms, such as non-parabolic Kane bands, and multiple bands. The lattice
thermal conductivity (Figure 5b) decreases with increasing the Ta content, reaching a minimum
value of ~ 3.6 W m–1K–1 at 350 K, which is ~ 28% lower than that of the sample without Ta.
This reduction in thermal conductivity is partially attributed to the large point defect scattering
caused by Ta substitution, which increases mass fluctuation. The calculation of the disorder
parameter Г (Figure 5c) shows that total disorder Гtotal increases with increasing Ta content
indicating a stronger point defect scattering at higher Ta content. Since the atomic radii of Ta and
Nb are quite similar, there is no significant additional strain field fluctuation Гs induced by Ta
substitution; thus the Гs remains unchanged for all the samples. Consequently, the increase in
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Гtotal is mainly ascribed to the intense mass fluctuation leading to the increase in mass disorder
Гm.42
The strong point defect scattering at higher temperature is consistent with the linear
dependence of κL versus T-0.5 (Figure S4). Typically, the phonons can be scattered via different
mechanisms such as point defects, Umklapp process (phonon-phonon interaction), boundary
scattering, and electron-phonon interactions. To estimate the contribution of each mechanism,
the phonon relaxation time is calculated at different frequencies (Figure 5d). The calculation
details are available in the supplementary information, and 400 K is chosen for the temperature
since all the vibration modes have been excited considering the Debye frequency as the
maximum phonon frequency.43 As can be seen, phonons with higher frequencies are mainly
targeted by Umklapp and point defect scattering, whereas electron-phonon and boundary
scattering becomes more dominant at low frequencies, which is typically the predicted case.44,45
It is worth to mention that for the calculation of boundary scattering, an average value of 1.5 µm
was used for the grain size based on the SEM and particle size analysis, whereas in reality, the
grain sizes vary within the sample; thus the calculated value here is overestimated due to the
presence of larger grains. The lattice thermal conductivity values are still substantially larger
than the theoretical minimum value, κmin, (~0.9 W m–1K–1) obtained from Cahill’s model46
indicating the possibility of further reduction in thermal conductivity to improve the efficiency
for these compounds.

Figure 5 here
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To shed more light on the electronic behavior of Nb0.83Hf0.12Ta0.05FeSb sample compared
with the non-substituted sample, conversion electron Mößbauer spectroscopy was performed on
the Nb0.88Hf0.12FeSb and Nb0.83Hf0.12Ta0.05FeSb pellets at room temperature (Figure 6), each
showing a single peak with rather minute differences between the two samples, clearly indicating
that there is no magnetic ordering present at room temperature. This behavior is indicative of Fe
atoms occupying exclusively one site as it has also been found in the similar half-Heusler system
of VFeSb.47 The only deviation from a pure singlet state was a minor shoulder (marked by an
arrow), which can be somewhat alleviated using a doublet fit function with a very small
quadrupole splitting (0.16 mm s–1 - 0.20 mm s–1). This could be a general indicator for the
presence of a small number of Fe atoms on different lattice sites. The occupation of Fe next
neighbor sites with different elements could give rise to a small electric field gradient at the Fe
nucleus position, which is responsible for this minor doublet splitting, and not visible to the
naked eye due to it being smaller than the absorption line width. A slight increase in linewidth
can also be caused by minor structural disorders. However, both samples showed nearly identical
behavior, indicating that the Ta substitution does not significantly alter the fundamental magnetic
properties. To further investigate these properties, spectra were recorded on sample powder,
obtained by crushing a small piece of the original pellet. These measurements were performed in
transmission geometry at 4.3 K (below common Curie or Néel temperature) to ensure that any
potentially magnetic phase is in its ordered state. However, the spectra revealed only single
peaks, not pointing to any kind of magnetic ordering of the Fe ions. At room temperature, a
satisfactory fit could be obtained by a doublet with a very small quadrupole splitting in the range
of 0.14 mm s–1 - 0.19 mm s–1.
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Figure 6 here

Additionally, a standard magnetometry characterization on the same powders was
performed (Figure S5). Although the samples seem to show mostly paramagnetic behavior in the
M(H) curves, there is a very small spontaneous magnetization clearly visible at 300 K (Figure
S5a). When comparing these findings to the Mößbauer results, it is obvious that this signal is not
coming from the dominant Fe-bearing phase of the sample and must thus have different origins.
It is possible that a minor parasitic Fe-bearing phase is present, in the range of less than 5 at.-%,
which would still be within the background noise of the otherwise strong singlet spectra. The
result of the temperature dependent M(T) measurement (Figure S5b) also showed a clear phase
transition at ~ 150 K in the Ta doped sample compared to the non-doped one, which might be
due to extrinsic defects induced by Ta into the system. No corresponding change in spectral
structure was visible when comparing room and low temperature Mößbauer spectra, supporting
the notion that the observed magnetic properties are not dictated by the dominant Fe-bearing
phase of the half-Heusler. This could also be indicative for the formation of a minute parasitic
phase, possibly a different Heusler phase, as the magnetization shows a spontaneous but very
small drop upon exceeding 150 K, possibly indicating a first-order phase transition.
Figure 7 shows the temperature dependence of the dimensionless figure of merit, zT, for
all samples up to 800 K. All samples demonstrate a quite similar figure of merit of ~ 0.15 at 300
K which enhances with increasing temperature to around 0.75 at 800 K, and is comparable with
the Nb0.608Ta0.192Ti0.2FeSb sample reported by Yu et al. which showed zT of ~ 1.5 at 1200 K.21
Consequently, higher zT values are expected at higher temperature in the cases presented here, as
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the values continue to increase during the whole measurement temperature range (300 K to 800
K). To further enhance the figure of merit, other approaches such as full-Heusler inclusions (with
different compounds such as NbFe2Al due to the instability of NbFe2Sb) or hierarchical
structural engineering could be beneficial to affect the thermal conductivity without impacting
the electronic transport properties.

Figure 7 here

4. Conclusions
In summary, we present a thorough study on microstructure, electronic and thermal transport
properties as well as some preliminary results on magnetic properties of the Nb0.88xHf0.12TaxFeSb

half-Heusler thermoelectric materials. All the samples were successfully

synthesized employing the facile high energy ball milling synthesis technique proceeded by
direct current sintering. All samples exhibited reproducible and thermally stable properties
within the measured temperature range. Although introducing Ta decreased the electrical
conductivity, all samples demonstrated the degenerate semiconducting character with the
electrical conductivity higher than 3500 Ω–1cm–1 at 326 K. Apart from the Nb0.83Hf0.12Ta0.05FeSb
sample with the maximum Seebeck coefficient of 184 μV K–1 at 800 K, all other compositions
exhibit similar Seebeck values of around 172 μV K–1 at the same temperature. Microstructure
study via SEM/EDX showed that the detrimental impact of Ta on the electronic transport
properties could be attributed to the formation of Hf-rich and metallic hafnium antimonide
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phases. A clear trend on the reduction of lattice thermal conductivity was observed for the Tacontaining samples proving the beneficial effects of Ta substitution. The lattice thermal
conductivity of all samples decreased with increasing Ta content mainly due to the mass
fluctuation disorder coming from the substitution of heavy Ta atoms, leading to ~ 28% reduction
in κL at 350 K for the material containing 15 at.-% Ta on Nb sites. The Nb0.83Hf0.12Ta0.05FeSb
sample showed a magnetic phase transition at ~ 150 K, which might be due to extrinsic defects
induced by Ta substitution. The magnetic properties were not strongly altered by the Ta
substitutions, with the dominant Fe-bearing Heusler phase remaining paramagnetic down to low
temperatures, while macroscopic magnetometry measurements revealed a small spontaneous
magnetization, possibly indicating a very minute parasitic phase observed in the microstructure.
All in all, the dimensionless figure of merit, zT, is quite similar for all samples reaching a value
of ~ 0.75 at 800 K due to the compensating effect of Ta substitution on the thermal and electrical
transport properties. This efficiency is analogous to that of Nb0.608Ta0.192Ti0.2FeSb sample
reported by Yu et al.21 that reached ~ 1.5 at 1200 K.

ASSOCIATED CONTENT
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Figure captions
Figure 1. Density of states of (a) the Nb0.875Hf0.125FeSb model; (b) the Nb0.75Hf0.125Ta0.125FeSb
model; and (c) the Nb0.75Hf0.25FeSb model.
Figure 2. (a) Electrical conductivity of the Nb0.88-xHf0.12TaxFeSb (0 ≤ x ≤ 0.15) samples; and (b)
calculated electrical conductivity over relaxation time (τ) against chemical potential at 300 K.
Figure 3. SEM images and line scan analyses of Hf-rich regions and hafnium antimonide
compounds at the grain boundaries observed in (a) Nb0.88Hf0.12FeSb, (b) Nb0.83Hf0.12Ta0.05FeSb,
and (c) Nb0.73Hf0.12Ta0.15FeSb samples.
Figure 4. (a) Seebeck coefficient of the Nb0.88-xHf0.12TaxFeSb (0 ≤ x ≤ 0.15) samples; and (b)
calculated Seebeck coefficient against chemical potential at 300 K.
Figure 5. (a) Thermal conductivity (solid symbols), electronic part of thermal conductivity (open
symbols); (b) lattice thermal conductivity of the Nb0.88-xHf0.12TaxFeSb (0 ≤ x ≤ 0.15) samples; (c)
the calculated disorder parameter Г for Nb0.88-xHf0.12TaxFeSb (0 ≤ x ≤ 0.15) samples, where ГM
and Гs are mass and strain field fluctuations, respectively, and Гtotal is their sum (Гtotal = ГM +
Гs);48 and (d) phonon relaxation time against frequency at 400 K for Nb0.73Hf0.12Ta0.15FeSb
sample.
Figure

6.

Mößbauer

spectroscopy

results

for

the

Nb0.88Hf0.12FeSb

(blue)

and

Nb0.83Hf0.12Ta0.05FeSb (red) samples at room temperature (left) and 4.3 K (right), reproduced via
a doublet of absorption lines, appearing as a single line due to the small quadrupole splitting.
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Figure 7. Temperature dependent dimensionless figure of merit of the Nb0.88-xHf0.12TaxFeSb (0 ≤
x ≤ 0.15) samples, compared with the Nb0.608Ta0.192Ti0.2FeSb sample (star symbol) reported by
Yu et al.21
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Figure 1. Density of states of (a) the Nb0.875Hf0.125FeSb model; (b) the Nb0.75Hf0.125Ta0.125FeSb
model; and (c) the Nb0.75Hf0.25FeSb model.

Figure 2. (a) Electrical conductivity of the Nb0.88-xHf0.12TaxFeSb (0 ≤ x ≤ 0.15) samples; and (b)
calculated electrical conductivity over relaxation time (τ) against chemical potential at 300 K.
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Figure 3. SEM images and line scan analyses of Hf-rich regions and hafnium antimonide
compounds at the grain boundaries observed in (a) Nb0.88Hf0.12FeSb, (b) Nb0.83Hf0.12Ta0.05FeSb,
and (c) Nb0.73Hf0.12Ta0.15FeSb samples.

Figure 4. (a) Seebeck coefficient of the Nb0.88-xHf0.12TaxFeSb (0 ≤ x ≤ 0.15) samples; and (b)
calculated Seebeck coefficient against chemical potential at 300 K.
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Figure 5. (a) Thermal conductivity (solid symbols), electronic part of thermal conductivity (open
symbols); (b) lattice thermal conductivity of the Nb0.88-xHf0.12TaxFeSb (0 ≤ x ≤ 0.15) samples; (c)
the calculated disorder parameter Г for Nb0.88-xHf0.12TaxFeSb (0 ≤ x ≤ 0.15) samples, where ГM
and Гs are mass and strain field fluctuations, respectively, and Гtotal is their sum (Гtotal = ГM +
Гs);48 and (d) phonon relaxation time against frequency at 400 K for Nb0.73Hf0.12Ta0.15FeSb
sample.
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Figure

6.

Mößbauer

spectroscopy

results

for

the

Nb0.88Hf0.12FeSb

(blue)

and

Nb0.83Hf0.12Ta0.05FeSb (red) samples at room temperature (left) and 4.3 K (right), reproduced via
a doublet of absorption lines, appearing as a single line due to the small quadrupole splitting.
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Figure 7. Temperature dependent dimensionless figure of merit of the Nb0.88-xHf0.12TaxFeSb (0 ≤
x ≤ 0.15) samples, compared with the Nb0.608Ta0.192Ti0.2FeSb sample (star symbol) reported by
Yu et al.21
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